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NEWS RELEASES
1991-92

8-1-91....PROPOSED CHANGES IN INDIANA PUBLIC EDUCATION FOCUS OF AUGUST 17 CONFERENCE
8-2-91....HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE STUDENTS UNCOVER SCIENTIFIC WONDERS AT ROSE-HULMAN (OPERATION CATAPULT HOMETOWNS)
8-2-91....USA MATHEMATICAL TALENT SEARCH/YOUNG SCHOLARS PROGRAM (HOMETOWNS)
8-12-91...TRIBUNE-STAR BACK TO COLLEGE ISSUE...TYPICAL ROSE FROSH: MIDWESTERNER WHO LIKES MUSIC AND ENGINEERING...CLASSPUTS STUDENTS ON A FAST TRACK...PROGRAMSGIVE STUDENTS AN INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE...HOMEWORK HOTLINE: STUDENTS USE TELEPHONE FOR ACADEMIC REASONS...ACADEMICS AND ATHLETICS PRODUCE A SUCCESSFUL COMBINATION AT ROSE-HULMAN
8-12-91....MUSIC FOCUS OF 1991-92 FINE ARTS SERIES
8-15-91....TALENTED PREPSTERS READY TO JOIN BASKETBALL PROGRAM
8-19-91....FOOTBALL TEAM READY TO OPEN PRACTICE AUGUST 19
8-23-91....TWO POLE VAULTERS TOP TRACK/CROSS COUNTRY RECRUITS
8-27-91....BLEDSOE RECEIVES ROSS AWARD FROM ROSE-HULMAN
8-29-91....GRIDDERS RECEIVE NATIONAL, LEAGUE PRESEASON HONORS
8-29-91....SYMPOSIUM FOCUSES ON IMPACT OF HIGHER EDUCATION ISSUES
8-30-91....1991 COMPOSITE R-H FALL SPORTS SCHEDULE
9-3-91....TEAM PRIMED FOR SEASON OPENER
9-5-91....FOUR VETERANS CHOSEN FOOTBALL TEAM CAPTAINS
9-6-91....MUNDELEIN'S KEN GODWIN CENTERS ON PERFECTION (HOMETOWN)
9-6-91....STORY IDEAS...RUSSIAN LANGUAGE PROGRAM TEACHES STUDENTS TO REPORT TECHNICAL NEWS FROM SOVIET UNION...A NEW WAY TO HELP FRESHMEN COPE WITH COLLEGE LIFE
9-9-91....STORY IDEAS...CAREERS TRANSLATING RUSSIAN TECHNICAL DATA GOAL OF ENGINEERING STUDENTS ENROLLED IN RUSSIAN LANGUAGE PROGRAM
9-9-91....BILL PERKINS NAMED ROSE-HULMAN'S BASKETBALL COACH
9-10-91....ENGINEERS, DRAKE LOOK FOR WIN
9-13-91....CHENILLE SISTERS OPEN FINE ARTS SERIES - PSA
9-17-91....ENGINEERS READY TO WORK HARDER
9-19-91....CORPORATE OFFICIALS WILL TELL SENIORS ABOUT JOB MARKET, EMPLOYER NEEDS
9-23-91....U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT AGAIN NAMES ROSE-HULMAN ONE OF NATION'S TOP COLLEGES
9-24-91....MISHAWAKA'S JOE RICKER ADJUSTING TO NEW ROLE...SPECIAL TO ELKHART TRUTH
9-25-91....SINGH'S ARTWORKS ON INDIANA FEATURED AT ROSE-HULMAN
9-25-91....JUNGBLUT GETS INTERNSHIP AT ROSE-HULMAN (HOMETOWN)
9-26-91....SUMMERLOT AMONG FOUR ALUMNI AWARD WINNERS
9-30-91....1991 HOMECOMING SCHEDULE
10-1-91....HOMECOMING ACTIVITIES BEGIN THURSDAY
10-1-91....NO PEP TALKS NEEDED THIS WEEK
10-1-91....WESTERN NAMED HEAD OF PHYSICS & APPLIED OPTICS
10-2-91....SIX GIRLS FINALISTS FOR R-H HOMECOMING QUEEN (COSTA FINALIST - HOMETOWN)
10-3-91...FLUTIST JEFFREY ZOOK - FINE ARTS SERIES - PSA
10-3-91...ENGINEERING APTITUDE TEST OFFERED AT ROSE-HULMAN
10-3-91...R-H TO ADMIT WOMEN UNDERGRADUATES FOR 1995-96 ACADEMIC YEAR
10-4-91...MOLLY KIRBY WINS ROSE-HULMAN HOMECOMING CROWN
10-8-91...GRIDDERS LOOK FOR FIRST ICAC WIN
10-9-91...GRIDIRON SUCCESS AT R-H RUNS IN RITZ FAMILY (HOMETOWN)
10-9-91...AUTHOR TO DISCUSS DECLINE OF COMMUNISM
10-10-91...JINNIE BAKER DISPLAYS WATERCOLORS AT ROSE-HULMAN
10-15-91...ENGINEERS DIFFICULT TO FIGURE OUT
10-16-91...ROSE-HULMAN DRAMA CLUB TO PRESENT "FOUND A PEANUT"
10-16-91...ROSE-HULMAN DRAMA CLUB PRESENTS FALL PLAY - PSA
10-17-91...BLOOD DRIVE BECOMES A TRADITION AMONG ROSE-HULMAN STUDENT VOLUNTEERS
10-18-91...SULLIVAN GRAD, GRAYSVILLE TEACHER SHARE "DREAM" HONOR
10-21-91...EVANSVILLE'S TIM SPURLING EARN WILSON SCHOLARSHIP
10-22-91...TECHNOLOGY'S IMPACT ON PERSONAL FREEDOM TOPIC OF PUBLIC FORUM
10-22-91...LITTLE GIANTS NEXT TEST FOR GRIDDERS
10-24-91...RUSSIANS VISIT ROSE-HULMAN, TERRE HAUTE TO GET GLIMPSE OF ENGINEERING'S FUTURE
10-24-91...BOREALIS WIND QUINTET - FINE ARTS SERIES - PSA
10-24-91...MARK GUERRETTAZ IS MARKED MAN FOR ENGINEERS
10-29-91...ENGINEERS RIGHT ON THE "MARK"
10-29-91...CHEMISTRY TEACHERS GATHER AT ROSE-HULMAN TO DISCUSS SCIENCE EDUCATION ISSUES

11-5-91...ENGINEERS ON A MISSION: TWO WINS
11-5-91...BOREALIS WIND QUINTET TO PERFORM AT ROSE-HULMAN
11-6-91...RICK SHAW NAMED INDIANA COLLEGE TRAINER OF THE YEAR
11-12-91...SENIORS SET TO TAKE FINAL BOWS
11-19-91...KEN KOZIOL EARN STUDENT CONSTRUCTION AWARD
11-20-91...CAGERS GO WEST TO OPEN SEASON
11-21-91...YEAR-LONG CONTEST NEW WAY TO IMPROVE STUDENTS' MATH SKILLS
11-21-91...FINE ARTS SERIES PRESENTS DR. TOM AND SEUS - PSA
11-26-91...DR. TOM AND SEUS TO PERFORM MIME THEATRE AT R-H
11-27-91...CAGERS KEEP THEIR BAGS PACKED
11-27-91...1991-92 COMPOSITE ROSE-HULMAN WINTER SPORTS SCHEDULE

12-4-91...CAGERS RETURN HOME FOR CLASSIC
12-6-91...PROF'S RESEARCH WILL SUPPORT FUTURE SPACE SHUTTLE EXPERIMENTS
12-9-91...CAO ELECTED FRESHMAN CLASS PRESIDENT (HOMETOWN)
12-10-91...HOME IS SWEET FOR ENGINEERS
12-11-91...GUERRETTAZ, SCHWAGER GET TOP GRID AWARD AT BANQUET
12-13-91...SPORTS AWARDS - DIXSONS, LAWRENCE, STREMLER (HOMETOWN)
12-16-91...ENGINEERS STILL FINE TUNING GAME
12-19-91...ATHLETIC AWARDS (HOMETOWNS)
12-23-91...RUSSIAN MARKETS NO QUICK FIX FOR AMERICAN BUSINESS WOES (KEVIN NEIER)
12-30-91...CAGERS TAKE WIN STREAK ON ROAD
1-7-92....RED-HOT CAGERS READY FOR ICAC
1-9-92....LECTURER TO DISCUSS CONSEQUENCES OF "DIRTY POLITICS"
1-9-92....DESPITE CONCESSIONS, AMERICAN AUTOMAKERS FACE TOUGH
MARKET IN JAPAN, SAYS PROF
1-13-92...CAGERS READY TO TACKLE GRIZZLIES
1-14-92...DEAN'S LIST - FALL QUARTER (HOMETOWNS)
1-16-92...JEFF DOVE GETS MVP, ALL-LEAGUE HONORS (CUTLINE)
1-16-92...R-H PROGRAM OBSERVES BIRTHDATE OF MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
1-17-92...LOCAL FINANCIAL AID OFFICERS READY TO HELP PARENTS
1-17-92...COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION - PSA
1-17-92...ENGINEERING STUDENTS SET TO MAKE RECYCLABLES USEFUL
1-20-91...PERKINS, BEACH SUSPENDED FOR DEPAUW GAME
1-21-91...INDIANA UNIVERSITY'S JAZZ ENSEMBLE PERFORMS AT ROSE-
HULMAN ON JANUARY 25 - FINE ARTS SERIES
1-21-91...DEPAUW NEXT UP FOR ENGINEERS
1-23-92...NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION GRANT WILL CREATE PROGRAM TO
IMPROVE COLLEGE TEACHING
1-23-92...FACULTY APPLICATIONS SOUGHT FOR SUMMER WORKSHOP AT ROSE-
HULMAN ON SYMBOLIC ALGEBRA
1-27-92...HULBERT RECEIVES NATIONAL HONOR
1-27-92...CAGERS HIT ROAD FOR ICAC GAMES
1-30-92...FOUR ART EXHIBITS OPEN AT ROSE-HULMAN
1-30-92...JOHN KNOX OF JASONVILLE DISPLAYS WOODEN BOWLS AT R-H
1-31-92...VALBORG DISPLAYS DANISH TAPESTRIES AT ROSE-HULMAN
1-31-92...LEARN MORE ABOUT CAREERS IN ENGINEERING, FEBRUARY 19
1-31-92...DRAMA CLUB TO PERFORM THREE "CAMPUS COMEDIES"

2-3-92....CAGERS HIT CRITICAL HOME STRETCH
2-3-92...ICAC ACADEMIC TEAMS (HOMETOWN)
2-7-92...FENTON'S JEFF HAGGERTY ELECTED STUDENT GOVERNMENT
PRESIDENT AT ROSE-HULMAN (HOMETOWN)
2-10-92...CAGERS PREPARE FOR STRETCH DRIVE
2-10-92...PROJECTS SOUGHT FOR CIVIL ENGINEERING STUDENTS
2-11-92...ENGINEERS WEEK GIVES STUDENTS CHANCE TO LOOK INTO
THEIR FUTURE
2-12-92...SOLAR PHANTOM SELECTED FOR 1993 SUNRAYCE
2-13-92...IMPROVE YOUR GRADES BY USING HOMEWORK HOTLINE
2-14-92...ROSE-HULMAN'S MATT MORIN JUST KEEPS WINNING
2-17-92...CAGERS WISH TO END LOSING WAYS
2-17-92...SCOTT BEACH NAMED TO DISTRICT ACADEMIC CAGE TEAM
2-20-92...1992 COMPOSITE SPRING SPORTS SCHEDULE
2-24-92...MATT MORIN WINS FOURTH ICAC TITLE; REPEAT CHOICE AS
LEAGUE'S MVP
2-25-92...BASEBALL TEAM SWINGS INTO ACTION
2-27-92...R-H CREATES NATIONAL COMMISSION TO HELP CHART COLLEGE'S
FUTURE

3-2-92....ALMQVIST TO HEAD ROSE-HULMAN COMMISSION
3-2-92...DAVID BAILEY READY TO TACKLE APPALACHIAN TRAIL (HOMETOWN)
3-2-92....MORIN QUALIFIES FOR NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS
3-2-92...KEENEY RECEIVES POLITICAL AS WELL AS ENGINEERING
EDUCATION (HOMETOWN)
3-4-92...SCOTT BEACH GETS ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICA HONOR
3-4-92..."WHO SHOT JFK?" LECTURE - PSA
3-6-92...POLITICAL LECTURER BOB HARRIS TO STATE HIS CASE ON
"WHO SHOT JFK?"
3-10-92...BASEBALL TEAM AWAIT ICAC PLAY
3-12-92...COLLEGE SCHOLARS TO ATTEND MATH CONFERENCE
3-13-92...HIGH SCHOOL JUNIORS OFFERED CHANCE TO JUMP INTO ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE
3-17-92...BROWN GETS ALL-AMERICAN HONOR
3-17-92...ROSE-HULMAN HOSTING 12-TEAM ULTIMATE TOURNAMENT
3-17-92...BEACH, WOODS NAMED TO ALL-ICAC BASKETBALL TEAM
3-17-92...ROSE-HULMAN PROFESSOR WINS SUMMER STIPEND AWARD
3-18-92...BEACH, MORIN GET PLENTY OF HONORS AT WINTER BANQUET
3-19-91...STUDENT ENGINEER OF THE YEAR - PHOTO CUTLINE (HOMETOWN-SCHICKEL)
3-20-92...MODEL UN TEAMS TO DISCUSS SANCTIONS AGAINST IRAQ
3-23-92...LOCAL ENGINEERS HONOR PSI ENERGY (CUTLINE)
3-24-92...BASEBALL TEAM OFF TO FAST START
3-25-92...ENGINEERS IN CONCERT - PSA
3-25-92...R-H RECEIVES PSI FOUNDATION GRANT; NAMES NEW LABORATORY IN COMPANY'S HONOR
3-25-92...HIGH SCHOOL JUNIORS OFFERED CHANCE TO CATAPULT INTO ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE
3-26-92...HAGGERTY, TYSON LEAD R-H STUDENT GOVERNMENT (HOMETOWNS)
3-26-92...STUDENTS, FACULTY TO DISPLAY TALENTS IN CONCERT
3-26-92...MIKE BROWN SOARS TO NEW HEIGHTS AT R-H (HOMETOWN)
3-26-92...DEAN'S LIST, WINTER QUARTER
3-27-92...DISTRICT JETS RESULTS (HOMETOWNS)
3-30-92...R-H MATHEMATICS TEAM FINISHES 11TH IN NATIONAL PUTNAM COMPETITION
3-30-92...FENOGLIO ELECTED TO ROSE-HULMAN BOARD
3-31-92...ROSE-HULMAN RANKED 26TH IN DIVISION III BASEBALL POLL.

4-1-92...BASEBALL TEAM 26TH IN DIVISION III POLL
4-2-92...OTWELL'S STEVE TRAYLOR HELPS PSI SOLVE PROBLEM (HOMETOWN)
4-2-92...MORIN QUALIFIES FOR NCAA NATIONALS, LABBE TWINS POST WINNING SEASONS (SPECIAL TO INDIANA GRAPPLER)
4-7-92...BASEBALL TEAM STILL 26TH IN POLL
4-9-92...AUTHOR/JOURNALIST TO DISCUSS NEED FOR NEW KIND OF TECHNOLOGICAL REVOLUTION
4-10-92...GREENVILLE'S DAVE GOWANS KEEPS THROWING STRIKES
4-13-92...CLAY CITY TEAM WINS STATE TITLE IN JETS CONTEST
4-13-92...CLAY CITY TEAM WINS STATE JETS COMPETITION
4-14-92...OPERATION CATAPULT - PSA
4-14-92...BASEBALL TEAM HAS TOUGH WEEK
4-15-92...TODD HOLTHAUS RECEIVES GM SCHOLARSHIP (HOMETOWN)
4-16-92...RESIDENT ASSISTANTS (HOMETOWN)
4-21-92...HARRY MATTISON LECTURE - PSA
4-21-92...CIVIL ENGINEERING STUDENTS TO RACE CONCRETE CANOE
4-21-92...R-H MOVES UP TO 21ST IN DIVISION III BASEBALL POLL
4-22-92...COMPUTERS IN MATH EDUCATION FOCUS OF FREE SUMMER PROGRAM FOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
4-22-92...NSPE MEMBERS CREATE HOMEWORK HOTLINE TO HELP HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS IN MATH AND SCIENCE (ENGINEERING TIMES)
4-23-92...ROSE-HULMAN HOSTING "SPECIAL" TRACK MEET
4-24-92...64TH ANNUAL ROSE SHOW SCHEDULED MAY 2
4-27-92...MATT EDWARDS - PHOTO CUTLINE - SPECIAL TO BRAZIL TIMES
4-27-92...AWARD-WINNING PHOTOGRAPHER HARRY MATTISON TO SPEAK OUT AGAINST MEDIA MANIPULATION
LOCAL TEACHERS, ALUMNI, STUDENTS TO BE HONORED AT R-H
BASEBALL TEAM SETS WIN RECORD
DOUG CHILDERS, BRANDON HOLLIS SHINE FOR ROSE-HULMAN'S TRACK, BASEBALL TEAMS (SPECIAL TO JOURNAL & COURIER)
DISTINGUISHED YOUNG ALUMNI (HOMETOWNS)
KOKOMO'S GREG HUBBARD GETS PRESTIGIOUS GM SCHOLARSHIP AT ROSE-HULMAN (SPECIAL TO KOKOMO TRIBUNE)
SCOTT BEACH NAMED TO ICAC ACADEMIC CAGE TEAM
BEVERLY WARD PUTS 17-ITEM EXHIBIT ON DISPLAY IN ROSE-HULMAN'S MOENCH HALL
GM EXECUTIVE TO DELIVER ANNUAL SCHMIDT LECTURE
SOUTH BEND'S JOHN SHERRARD HAS HOT BAT FOR R-H BASEBALL TEAM (HOMETOWN)
ROSE-HULMAN RANKED 22ND IN NATION; THIRD IN MIDEAST REGION
ROSE-HULMAN BASEBALL TEAM QUALIFIES FOR NCAA TOURNAMENT
THREE TO RECEIVE HONORARY DEGREES
ROSE-HULMAN MATH PROF EARN STATE TEACHING HONOR
ENGINEERS ARE FIRST-TIME PLAYERS IN NCAA BASEBALL TOURNAMENT
MATT MORIN, PAUL HEDINGER GET TOP ATHLETIC HONORS
KRESGE FOUNDATION CHALLENGES R-H WITH SCIENCE INITIATIVE GRANT
RUSSIAVILLE'S JAMES PURCIFUL TO EXPLORE HEART RESEARCH
114TH COMMENCEMENT SCHEDULED SATURDAY
STUDENTS HONORED AT R-H (HOMETOWNS-HONORS & AWARDS BANQUET)
KOKOMO TEACHER HONORED BY R-H (HONORS & AWARDS)
STUDENT-BUILT RACE CAR PLACES 31ST IN NATIONAL ENGINEERING CONTEST
FOUR RECEIVE HONORARY DEGREES
SPECIAL AWARDS PRESENTED AT COMMENCEMENT
SOLAR-POWERED CAR TO TOUR INDIANA ROADS IN PREPARATION FOR SUNRAYCE 93 RACE
HONORARY DEGREES RECEIVED FROM ROSE-HULMAN - COOK, REECE, SMITH (HOMETOWNS)
ROSE-HULMAN VICE PRESIDENT
JEFF JENKINS NAMED ICAC'S BASEBALL COACH OF THE YEAR
PSI ENERGY DONATES $4,000 TO ROSE-HULMAN'S SOLAR-CAR PROJECT
BANK SCHOLARSHIP AWARD WINNER (BRASHEAR) - PHOTO CUTLINE
SAE RACE CAR - AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERS' CONTEST - PHOTO CUTLINES (HOMETOWNS)
ROSE-HULMAN HONORS LOCAL SCHOLAR-ATHLETES
MATT MORIN GETS NCAA POSTGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP, NAMED TO AT-LARGE ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICA TEAM
GRADUATING CLASS OF 1992
GRADUATING CLASS OF 1992 (HOMETOWNS)
7-2-92...DEAN'S LIST, SPRING 1991-92
7-6-92...STUDENT CIVIL ENGINEERING CHAPTER NAMED AMONG NATION'S BEST
7-7-92...VOLTMER HONORED BY ENGINEERING EDUCATION GROUP
7-10-92...LOCAL STUDENTS UNCOVER SCIENTIFIC WONDERS AT R-H
 (OPERATION CATAPULT - HOMETOWNS)
7-14-92...JOE DUNAGAN NAMED ROSE-HULMAN'S ATHLETIC TRAINER
7-14-92...COLD SPRINGS MAN HONORED POSTHUMOUSLY FOR HIS COLLEGE
 ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS...SON OF WASHINGTON NATIVE IS
 HONORED BY ROSE-HULMAN
7-20-92...TALENTED PLAYERS READY TO JOIN BASKETBALL PROGRAM
7-24-92...PENDLETON TEACHER LEARNS ABOUT NEW USES OF COMPUTERS
 IN MATH EDUCATION (HOMETOWNS-MATHEMATICA)
7-24-92...U.S. MATHEMATICS STUDENTS TO ATTEND YOUNG SCHOLARS PROGRAM
 AT ROSE-HULMAN (MEDIA ADVISORY)
7-28-92...ROSE-HULMAN: A SUMMER MECCA FOR NATION'S MATH WHIZ KIDS
 (STORY IDEA)
7-30-92...NEW FEDERAL LAW CHANGES RULES FOR SEEKING FINANCIAL AID
 (STORY IDEA)